Abstract
Calm technologies help us avoid distraction by embedding notifications in our surroundings with peripheral updates. However, users also lose out on the passive awareness that comes from more overt notifications. In our paper, we present an initial study setup on shape changing circuits as notifications. We compare near and far peripheral locations to determine the optimal location for these notifications by assigning a primary task of arithmetic questions, and a secondary task of responding to bend notifications. Our demonstration will show the set-up of our study to encourage discussion on possible applications of shape changing notifications in peripheral locations.
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Introduction
The perceived value of notifications is providing passive awareness and information to users [4]. Contrary to
the belief notifications lead to less task switching [4], studies show they are distracting and often make tasks take longer [3]. In one study on desktop notifications participants took an average of over 16 minutes to return to their original task after an email alert, and almost 11 minutes after an instant messaging alert [3]. There is a clear impact on productivity when one considers the possible compounding effect of receiving these types of notifications throughout the day.

Attention-grabbing notifications are useful for urgent matters [9], but notifications of non-urgent information should not distract us [8]. One proposed solution is calm technology. Calm technology through ubiquitous computing is the idea that technologies are less distracting when they inform us on the periphery [9]. Yet with calm technology the user must actively decide to pay attention or risk missing information [9].

Given these two approaches, an identifiable gap in research is to provide passive awareness to users without creating distractions or causing task switching. Notifications in the near periphery, close to but not overlapping one’s area of focus, could be a way to notify users passively without the distraction of on-screen pop-up notifications. To test this concept, we utilized shape change as near and far peripheral notifications.

Shape changing notifications also show potential for remaining noticeable without becoming a distraction, and are least distracting when they move slowly and quietly [5, 6]. Kobayashi et al. [5] made a motorized device that changed shape to signal a notification. They determined that for a shape changing notification the device needed to be slow moving and quiet to avoid distracting users. Another example, Wrigglo [6], is a smartphone addition with shape changing notifications. Their team discussed how shape-changing devices can provide effective and subtle notifications, and specifically focused on the benefits of a small design and the quiet aspects of shape change.

Prototype
Using Park et al.’s [6] design guidelines, that suggest shape changing notifications work best when they are small and quiet, we made the shape changing notification prototype for our study into a small 2”x5” device. We then replicated the fabrication process in UniMorph [2] by adhering three flexible layers (Kapton, UHMW polyurethane, and a copper circuit together (Figure 1)). When heated, these materials silently bend due to the differences in their thermal expansion coefficients.
We compared the device position between near and far periphery locations (Figure 2). For the first location, we placed the apparatus on the participant’s desk at a 20° angle from their center of focus (a computer screen) and 20 cm away from them, and for the second we placed it on a wall 90° and 40 cm to the left of the participants. Each notification change (from flat to fully lifted) took less than 20 seconds, and varied slightly based on the device’s temperature at the start of a notification.

Study
Our goal for this study was to find out where a quiet, slow moving shape changing notification should be placed in relation to someone’s main task (their central area of focus). For example, when someone is working on a computer, what is the best way to notify them of a non-urgent matter without distracting them from their work? Past studies on shape changing notifications looked at this question through near peripheral locations [7] and far peripheral locations [5] separately, but none compared the two. To fill this gap, we conducted a user study that compared shape changing notifications in the near and far periphery to assess the impact of location on calm technology.

We hypothesized that users would find the near periphery device more distracting than the far periphery, resulting in a lower quality of work during near periphery sessions, and that the near periphery notifications will be more noticeable than those in the far periphery. Our user study utilizes a primary and secondary task, emulating Bodnar et al.’s study [1]. Participants answered simple mathematical questions, and either had to Respond to notifications by leaving the primary task and entering the time into a text box, or Ignore the notifications, and continue the primary task without interruption. Our approach tested two bend notification locations, resulting in a 2 (Near, Far) x 2 (Respond, Ignore) within-subjects model.

Results and Discussion
Our study found recognition accuracy to be significantly higher for the near periphery notification. When comparing the respond and ignore conditions in each location we saw no significant difference in work efficiency for the near periphery. In contrast, responding to far periphery notifications led to a significant decrease in the number of math questions completed. The results suggest shape changing notifications in the near periphery can provide passive awareness without distracting users from their primary task.
We outlined earlier that current approaches to notifications can result in two less than desirable outcomes. Attention-grabbing notifications succeed in communicating urgent information, but reduce productivity through distraction. Ambient notifications, such as those described by calm technology, do not distract users, but fail to provide the benefit of passive awareness. The gap between these two requires a notification method that does not disrupt productivity but is still easily observable.

Our results point to the near periphery as a location with a high potential to satisfy both these requirements. The near periphery device saw no significant change in primary task performance between ignore and respond conditions, and all but two near notifications received correct responses.

**Conclusion**
We evaluated the effectiveness of a shape changing notifications in two peripheral locations, as well as their impact on quality of work in terms of work completed and error rates. Overall, we found that it was easier to accurately recognize state changes at near peripheral devices. At the conference, we will show the set-up of our study to provoke discussion on applications for these shape changing periphery notifications.
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